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Madden Mischief
“Looking at Truth  

through the Prism of the Absurd”
Madden is mad. If he’s not chortling over fake news, he’s furious about dissention dividing 
America.

Madden is the modern Howard Beale, the fictional character who billed himself as 
“The Mad Prophet of the Airwaves.” Beal exhorted viewers to yell one of the most iconic 
lines in film history: “I’m as mad as hell and I’m not going to take this anymore!”

Now Madden who was irritated over the Presidential election slugfest is fuming over 
paralyzing post-election politics.

So dare read what the Mad Prophet of the Blogwaves yells out his Internet window 
about this senseless and raucous political season.

As the founder of both Judicial Watch and now Freedom Watch, both advocates for transparency 
and ethics in government and the legal system, I have come to know Tom Madden, the famous 
“Spin Man” of public relations, in the course of my many battles, some of which we have taken on 
together. What I admire most about Tom is not just his kind and thoughtful demeanor, but his 
commitment to honesty and ethics in the media. He is a true champion of the First Amendment 
and is not afraid to speak up about matters which he holds dear. In short, Tom is someone who 
I admire and deeply respect. I count him as one of my most trusted friends and you can bet that 
this “must read” book will win your trust as well!    – Larry Klayman

‘SPIN MAN’ TOM MADDEN SPUN HIMSELF TO TOP RANKS OF NETWORK 
TV WHERE HIS PUBLICITY HELPED ABC AND NBC SHOWS BECOME HITS

To tell Tom Madden to stop spinning, inventing products and writing books is like telling 
the Federal Government to stop spending.

Madden is the quintessential “Spin Man,” the title of his engaging memoir recounting his 
rise from a harrowing career as a newspaper reporter 
for The Philadelphia Inquirer to the pinnacle of network 
television.

Madden was a programming whiz and VP at NBC 
under then CEO Fred Silverman, for whom Madden 
wrote speeches when they were both at American 
Broadcasting Companies.

Nothing short of media meteoric have been 
Madden’s many reincarnations from reporter, to speech 
writer, to the #2-ranked executive spot at NBC before 
launching his own public relations firm, TransMedia 
Group in Boca Raton, Florida.


